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ALGEBRAIC FIBER BUNDLES

BY

STEVEN E. LANDSBURG

Abstract. When X is a finite simplicial complex and G is any of a certain class of

groups, a classification of G-principal bundles over X in terms of projective

modules over a ring R(G, X) is given. This generalizes Swan's classification of

vector bundles and uses the results of Mulvey. Often, R can be taken to be

noetherian; in this case Spec(/?) is usually reducible with "cohomologically trivial"

irreducible components. Information is derived concerning the nature of projective

modules over such rings, and some results are obtained indicating how such

information reflects information about X.

Introduction. In 1962, Swan [11] demonstrated that the category of real or

complex vector bundles over a paracompact space is equivalent via the global

section functor to the category of projective modules over the ring of real- or

complex-valued functions on the space. Combining a result of Mulvey [8] with

some ideas based on those of Swan, we shall investigate the question of what other

categories of fiber bundles can be represented "algebraically". In particular, when

X is a topological space and G a topological group, we show in certain circum-

stances how to construct a noetherian scheme X and a map X -» X such that the

pullback operation converts algebraic vector bundles on X into principal G-bundles

on A' in such a way that some interesting information is retained. The schemes X

are often affine and reducible with "cohomologically trivial" irreducible compo-

nents; thus we devote §11 to the study of vector bundles over such schemes. We

first show (Theorem 2.1) that the vector bundles can be classified in a way

analogous to the "Mayer-Vietoris" type classification which is well known in the

case in which there are only two components. We then derive several corollaries

regarding what the structure of these bundles can be.

In §111 we derive stable analogues of some of these results.

Finally, in §IV, we give a few applications to bundles over simplicial complexes

and complex varieties and to torsion in Picard Groups.

I. Principal bundles and projective modules.

Definition. A ring is local if it has a unique maximal left (equivalently right)

ideal. A ringed space is local if each of its stalks is local.

Definition. Let (X, 0) be a ringed space. Then GL„© will denote the sheaf given

by T(U, GL„6) = GL„(T(U, 0)) with the obvious restriction maps.
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260 S. E. LANDSBURG

Theorem 1.1 (Mulvey). Let (X, 0) be a compact local ringed space, and suppose

that the center of T(X, 0) separates points (in the sense that for any x,y EX,

3s G T(X, 0 ) with sx = 0 and s = 1). Then the category of finitely generated

projective T(X, 0 )-modules is equivalent to the category of locally free, locally finitely

generated 0 -modules.

Proof. See Mulvey [8].

Remarks. (1) The isomorphism classes of objects in the category of locally free,

locally finitely generated 0 -modules of rank n form the pointed set Hl(X, GL„0).

(2) Let G be the group of units of a topological ring and let 0 be a subsheaf of

the sheaf of continuous functions from X to that ring. If the theorem can be

applied to 0, then it reduces the study of G-bundles on X (where "G-bundle" may

mean "continuous G-bundle", "differentiable G-bundle", "PL-G-bundle", "holo-

morphic G-bundle", etc., depending on 0 ) to the study of algebraic line bundles on

X = Spec(r(Ar, 0 )). X is in general a very unwieldy construction (being non-

noetherian), and our next theorem will be aimed at correcting this situation.

However, X can be both noetherian and useful, as the following example shows:

Example 1.2. Let X he a finite simphcial complex linearly embedded in general

position in RN. Let 0 be the sheaf given hy T(U, <S) = {f: Í/-»R| f\Vn¿ is a

rational function for each simplex A c X}. Then, as in the remark, we construct a

noetherian scheme (X, 0) (indeed, T(A, 0) a R[A",, . . . , Xn] for each n-simplex A

and T(X, 0) is a colimit of finitely many of these) such that HX(X, 0*)«

H\X, 0 *) = HX(X, R*) (here R* is occurring as a discrete group). Note that Z/2

is a direct summand of R*, so that there is a surjection HX(X, R*) -»-» Hl(X, Z/2),

the latter being the group of hne bundles on X. Thus we have constructed an affine

noetherian scheme X and a continuous injection Xe-* X such that every line bundle

on X is the pullback of an algebraic hne bundle on X. Later, this example will

allow us to translate theorems about affine schemes into theorems about topology.

Example 1.3. It is possible to carry out the above construction using restrictions

of analytic functions rather than restrictions of polynomials, as Letosted has shown

[6]. In that case we actually get HX(X, 0*) » H\X, Z/2), but it is quite hard to

show X is noetherian. For another such construction, see Swan [12].

So far, our construction has only applied in cases where it was possible to

recognize particular groups as groups of units in local rings. The following theorem

will allow us to apply our methods to a much more general class of groups. First we

need some definitions:

Definition. Let % be a category of ringed spaces. Then % is acceptable if for

every pushout diagram

(A,eA)   -»   (b, eB)

i i
(c, 0C)   -   (d, eD)
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in %, the diagram

T(0J     ♦-    T(6B)

T T
r(0c)   «-   r(0ß)

is a pullback.

Example 1.4. If every arrow in % is an open inclusion, then % is acceptable.

Suppose that X is an affine scheme and that % is the category whose objects are

intersections of irreducible components of X and whose arrows are inclusions.

Then if X is the direct limit of %, it follows that % is acceptable.

Definition. Let % be any category and let {A,-—» X}ieI be some collection of

arrows with common codomain. If A is the colimit of this collection (i.e., the pullback

of the A, over X), we define the union U ie/ A, to be the limit of the collection

{A —* A,} (i.e., thepushout of the A, over A).

Definition. Let % be a Grothendieck topology (e.g., a category of spaces) and

A c % a subcategory. Then a ^-covering of an object X G % is a covering {A,}/e/

such that:

(1) A,. G A, Vi.
(2) A,- Xx (Uyes A,-) G A for each subset S E I such that i £ S.

Theorem 1.5. Let % be an acceptable subcategory of the category of ringed spaces

which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Let A be a subcategory of 9C such that

every object in % has a finite A-covering. Suppose that there exists a constant sheaf

G c 0 * such that the inclusion induces isomorphisms

H°(A,G)^r(A,S¿)   for each (A, 0) G A

and

H\A, G) « Hl(A, 0A*)   for each (A, 0) G A.

Then H\X, G) = Hl(X, ©¿) = Pic(rL¥, ex))for each (X, 0*) G %.

Proof. Given an object (A', 0^) G % we may write (X, Bx) = (Y, 0r) u

(A, 0A) where (A, 0A) G A, (Y, 8Y) has a smaller A-covering than (X, 6X), and

(Y, <3y) X-(X,ex) (A> ©a) e A- Writing the pushout diagram

(îr,ey)x(Wjr)(A,eA)     -*     (A.0J

4 4
iY,eY) -*   ix,ex)

in %, we get a pullback diagram

t(x, ex)   -»       r(A, ©j

4 4
T(Y,ey)      ^     (7X,MyXl4)
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in the category of rings. This gives two Mayer-Vietoris sequences:

tf°(A, G) © H\Y, G) ->    H°(YXXA,G)    ->    H\X, G)

II II
r(A, oí) © t(y, e?) -* r(y x, a, eyXxA) - píc r(*, e*)

->     H\\,G)®Hl{Y,G)       ->       H\Yxxb,G)

II II
-♦picixA, e4)©Picr(T, ey) ->• Pic(y x* A,eyx,A)

The first, second, and fifth groups in these sequences are equal by assumption

and the fourth by induction. But the latter two maps are induced by the natural

transformation Hl(-, G) -► H\-, 0_*) = Pic(T(-, 0_)) (the latter equality by the

second remark following Theorem 1.1), and this gives an arrow Hl(X, G)—»

Pic(T(X, 6X)) which makes everything commute. The five-lemma completes the

proof.   Q.E.D.

Remark. We have constructed an affine noetherian scheme X = Spec(T(Ar, 0^.))

and a continuous injection X"^>X such that ^/*6^ = G and such that the corre-

spondence between G-principal bundles on X and line bundles on X is bijective.

Example 1.6. Let F c C be any subring such that Pic(T[XX, . . ., Xk]) = 0 for

each k. (By Gauss's Lemma, this is the case when F is a Dedekind ring with class

group zero.) Let 9C be the category of simplicial complexes X linearly embedded in

general position in R^ and endowed with the sheaf 6X given by T(U, 6X) = {/:

U -> C| for each simplex A,/|An u is of the form <p/uV where <p and \¡i are polynomial

functions with coefficients in F}. Then the theorem apphes with G = T*. Letting

F = Z[l/2], for example, we get H\X, Z2 X Z) = Vic(T(X, 8X)) so that we have

constructed a map from X to an affine noetherian scheme X which induces a

bijection between line bundles on X and Zj X Z-bundles on X. Alternatively,

letting F = Z, we get precisely the real line bundles on X.

Example 1.7. In the example above we could take F = Z[£] where £ is a primitive

nth root of unity such that Pic(F) = 0 (for example, n could be a prime < 19-see

Milnor [7]). Then the Dirichlet Unit Theorem guarantees that Z/nZ will be a direct

summand of T*, so we have maps Pic(Z) « H\X, T*) -+> H\X, Z/nZ). Thus

we have constructed a map from X to an affine noetherian scheme X such that

every Z/nZ-bundle on A1 is a pullback from X.

In most of the above examples, the schemes we have constructed have been

reducible with irreducible components which are cohomologically trivial. Our next

goal is to understand the vector bundles over such schemes.

II. Vector bundles over reducible affine schemes. We now turn to the problem of

classifying vector bundles over reducible affine schemes in terms of the vector

bundles over the subschemes of a closed covering. The solution to this problem

(Theorem 2.1) will be analyzed to provide information about the number of

sections necessary to generate an arbitrary vector bundle. In §IV we will apply this

information to the results of §1.
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Notation. In what follows, X will always denote an affine reducible scheme with

a closed covering {Xx, . . ., Xn). For example, the X¡ could be the irreducible

components of X. As X is affine, we shall write X = Spec(F) or R = T(X), and

Xj = Spec(F(). VBr(X) will denote the set of rank-r vector bundles on X. % will

denote the nerve of the covering {A-,} of X. Hl(%, GLr) will denote cohomology

with respect to the system of local coefficients which assigns to the simplex

{ic /„ ...,/„} the group GLr(T(A-lo n X,t n • • ■ tJXJ).

We need two trivial algebraic lemmas:

Lemma. Let R be a ring and let e, e': R" -» R" be idempotent. Then e and e' have

isomorphic images if and only if there are maps fig: R" -* R" satisfying the six

(redundant) equations:

(. )Je — /«

(2)eg = g,

(3)e'/ = /,

(4) **'-*,
(5)g/=e,

i6)fg=e'.

Proof. Write F = im(e), P' = im(e'), Q = im(l - e) and Q' = im(l - e'). Sup-
/       g

posing that F and P' are isomorphic, let F-> P' —» P be inverse isomorphisms and

extend /and g to be zero on Q and Q' to get a diagram

R"

/4

F"

*4
F"

P'

Q = R"
4/

Ö' = R"
i

ß = F"

Then the facts that/ and g are inverse isomorphisms and have been extended by

zero are summarized in equations (1) through (6). Conversely, it is easy to see that

if/ g satisfy (l)-(6) thenf\P and g\P. are inverse isomorphisms.   Q.E.D.

Remark. In order for F to be isomorphic to F' and Q to be isomorphic to Q', it

is necessary and sufficient that there exist /, g as above where / = e'ue and

g = eu~le' for some isomorphism u: R" -> R".

Lemma. Let e be an m X m idempotent matrix of rank r over a ring R and suppose

that im(e) is free. Then there are matrices

A\      •••      Ai

A =

A[ AL
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and

B = .

B\      ■■■      Bl

B[ b:

such that e ='A ■ B and B- 'A is the r X r identity matrix. (Here 'A denotes the

transpose of A.)

nm
Proof. Let

and choose/and g as in the last lemma. Let B consist of the top r rows of /and let

'A consist of the left r columns of g.    Q.E.D.

Remark. More generally, in any additive category let M = Mx® M2, e = the

projection of M on A/„ A = A, © A2, and e' = the projection of A on A,. Then

Mx and A, are isomorphic if and only if there are maps

M N

such that e = gf and e' = fg. In this case, / and g can be chosen to satisfy

equations (l)-(6).

Theorem 2.1. If X is the direct limit of the system of X¡'s and their intersections,

and the same is true for each finite union X¡ u

long exact sequence of pointed sets

U X., then there is a natural

1 — H\%, GLr) -* VBr(X)^> © VBr(X).
/-i

These sequences commute with tensor products in the sense indicated by the diagram:

1 1

4 4
Hx(%,GLr) X     Hx(%, GLJ

4 4

VBr(X) X VB,(X)

4 4

© VBr(X,) X        © VB,(X)
/-i /-i

®

1

4

HX(%,GL„)

4

VBJX)rs\     /

4

© VB„iXt)
/-i

In particular, when r = 1 the maps are group homomorphisms.

Proof. Letting <p be the restriction map, we begin by defining a map

Ker(<p)^Hx(%, GLr). Given F G ker(<p), write F « im(e) where e: Rm -> Rm is

idempotent. (We are thinking of F as a projective module over R.) Using the
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embedding R -> n"_, R¡, write e = (e„ . . . , en). Then, since F G ker(ç>), im(e,) «

Rf. Thus we can write e¡ = 'A¡ ■ F, where B¡ • 'A¡ = Ir as in the lemma. For each

i, /' G {1.n} define p¡¡. to be the matrix B, • 'A¡, over T(X¡ xx X¡,). (Here

"bar" denotes restriction to A, X x X¡,.) We claim that pu, is a well-defined GLr-

cocycle.

First to check that pu, is invertible, note that B¡ 'A¡ = e¡ = e¡, = Br 'A¡, because e

has all of its entries in R. Thus:

P«Br- 5,    <Ae   Br-B,    'A,   B,,- F,.

But F • 'A = F so a,- is invertible.

To see that (/> .) is a cocycle, write

Ar/Vr = Pív ■ Br    'Ar = F,    'Ar = />,,„.

Next we check that /»,,. is well defined: Suppose that e and ë have isomorphic

images (possibly e = ê). Clearly, adding rows and columns of zeroes does not

affect anything, so we may assume that e and ë are of the same size, say m X m.

Let/: im(e) -♦ im(e') be an isomorphism and extend/by zero on the complemet of

im(e) in R " so we have a commutative diagram

Rm     A      Rm

fi if
Rm       _^        Rm

«

(We will write /=(/„. . 1_LfJt).) Suppose that e ='A ■ B and ë ='C • D, and set

Pii, =% • % and/,,- =A • %.. Then

_ _ - _ _ - _ -
Z>,  /    'AiPw = Dt  /    %   F,    %

= pu^d¡. jf "Ü7.

In other words, if we let | be the zero-cochain defined by £, = F»,/ 'A¡, then/?,,, and

/>,,. differ by the coboundary of £,. This shows that (/>,,.) is well defined as a

cohomology class.

To check commutativity with tensor products, note that in general if A, B, C, D

are matrices then AB ® CD = (A ® C)(F ® D) so if e = 'A ■ B and ë = 'C • D,

we get

im(e) ® im(ê) = im(e ® ë) = im(('^ ® 'C)(F ® £>)) n> ((^ ® 'Di)(%, ~FC~,))

= ((Ti1A~,)®{Tl  ~%.)).

We now have a well-defined map a: Ker(<p) -» //'(%, GLr). We claim that a is

injective. To see this, suppose that F » im(e) and F « im(ê) have the same image

and write e = 'A • B and ê = 'CD. Then there is a zero-cochain (£,) such that for
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each /, i' we have £, B¡ 'A¡, = F», % £,.. For each i, let g¡ = 'C,|,F,.: R¡" -» F,m. Then

& =  'C,. % ~Bt

=  'C,.   Z),    'C,  è   5,.    U,.   Ä,.

= ~%,  ~D~,  ~^  £ ^   VL   2V

= "ñ ç F;=g7

so the g, define a map g: Rm -* Rm. We can likewise define a map A by setting

A, ='./!,£-1 • Z),. Then gh = ë and Ag = e so g and A are inverse isomorphisms

between im(e) and im(ë). This proves the claim.

Next we define a map ß: Hx(%, GLr)-» Ker(<p) which is inverse to a. Given

(/>,,.) G •//'(%, GLr), we define ß(pu) as the image of an idempotent matrix which

we shall construct. We may assume by induction that there is an idempotent matrix

ë = (êx, . . . ,ên_x) over T(XX u • • • UXn_x) c II"",1 F, such that each im(e,) is

free and such that a(ê) = (/>,,),,,<;„-1- Now/?,n is invertible in T(X¡ xx Xn); write

<?,„/?,„ = 1, and let p¡ and q¡ be arbitrary liftings of pin and çjB to F,. Write

Fift- + «i = 1; squaring both sides write p¡z¡ + uf = 1 where z, = qj)^ + 2q¡u¡

(using the fact that p¡q¡ commutes with u, = 1 — p¡q¡). Writing e, ='A¡B¡ as in the

lemma, set

e\ =

ziP,

H«;/',

f or i < n - 1 and

e. =

0

MB,

'A,ufB,

1

¡(pAWAtutj

0

0

0

Using the facts that F, 'A¡ = 1 and p¡z¡ + u? = I, it is easy to check that e, is

idempotent.

We shall check to see that e really has its entries in F and that a(im(e)) = (pu).

To see that e has its entries in F, we need to check that e, = e,. where "bar"

denotes restriction to X¡ xx X,,. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem and induc-

tion, we may assume that the/?, have been chosen to satisfy the equation/?,., • />,=/>,-

and consequently the q¡ can be chosen to satisfy qtpa =q¡; whence u,= 1 — p¡q¡ =

Piiui'Pn' aQd ziPw =zï- We also know as before that />,,.F^ = F^ and similarly

'Aj)u, = 'A¡,. Using this information it is easy to check each of the four blocks of e
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to see that e, = er. Specifically

z,  />,., = ziPii,pnPi = Z; Pi,

zf   «,.  ~B\. = zipii,pnuipu,pn~Ji= z,   u¡ ~Jn
_^_ _
'/!,., m,./),.. =   'AfPffPf, uipii,pnp¡ =  'A¡   u, pi,

^ "í? ̂  = Ti/v/v.V/v/,,,^ = TZi ~uf 1t.
Next we compute a(im(e)) = (£,,.) where

,_-x- , /       z-,       \

- F,   *<< + ",  ^    '¿r   «r = FA/V + ",F,r/V,",/V

= \Pizi + "ifPir = Pa-

when /, /' < n — 1. Also

4, = UN  ^)("5") = Ä "A

This (combined with the fact that a is one-one) shows that ß is well-defined and

inverse to a, proving the theorem.    Q.E.D.

Remark. R. G. Swan has pointed out to me via the following example that the

condition X = ind lim A, is really necessary: Let A", = Spec(k[X, Y, Z]/XYZ)

and let X2 = Spec(k[X, Y]/XY(X - Y)). Then the coverings 90, and %, of Xx

and X2 by their irreducible components are isomorphic, and Pu^A",) =

Hx(%x, 0,*) = 0 by the theorem, whereas PiciAy = k ¥=HX(%, B$).

In everything that foUows, X will denote an affine scheme.

Corollary 2.2. If {A,} has cardinality n and | is a vector bundle of rank r such

that £\x is trivial for each i, then £ can be generated by nr sections.

Proof. The matrix e constructed in the proof of the theorem is an nr X nr

matrix.   Q.E.D.

In some circumstances, the proof of Theorem 2.1 gives much better information

about generators:

Definition. A cochain (/?,,.) is special if there is an index i0 such that whenever

i ¥^ i0 and i' ¥= i0 it follows that /»,,. = 1.

Lemma. In the situation of the theorem, if P G ker(<p) is represented by a special

cocycle then P can be generated by 2r sections (where r is the rank of F).

Proof. Let (/>,,.) represent F and let j0 be as in the definition of special. For each

i, write pUo ■ qi¡o = 1 and let />, and q¡ be arbitrary liftings of pu and qa to R¡. Write

Pili + «, = 1 sop¡z¡ + uf = 1 where z, = qj>¡q¡ + 2qiu¡. For each i =^= /q, let

/ ziPi I W \

I uiPi I   uf I
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and let

'"     \0 I  0/
e,

Having chosen the p¡ and q¡ carefully as in the proof of the theorem, we may

assume p¡ =/>,. (and consequently q¡ = q¡,, u¡ = u¡.) for each /', i' distinct from /0. Then

a(im e) = (£,,) where for /', /' =£ i0 we have £,r =p¡z¡,+ u¡u¡,=p¡z¡+ uf= 1, and

where £,„ =/», = pin. That is, (£,,.) = (/?,,.). But a: Ker <p -» FT'(90, GLr) is injective

so F « im(e). Thus F can be generated by 2r sections.   Q.E.D.

Remark. As a consequence of this lemma, any line bundle which becomes trivial

on each A, and whose cocycle is a product of special cocycles is a tensor product of

line bundles which can be generated by two sections. In particular, when the

special cocycles generate the group of cocycles, every line bundle can be written as

such a tensor product. The special cochains always generate the group of cochains,

so we get

Corollary 2.3. If whenever i, /', /" are all distinct it follows that A, X x X¡.

X x Xr, = 0, then every line bundle which becomes trivial on each A, is a tensor

product of line bundles which can be generated by two sections.

Proof. In this case the group of cochains is the group of cocycles, so we are

done by the remark above.    Q.E.D.

We can strengthen this:

Corollary 2.4. Suppose that for every three distinct indices i, i', i" we have either

A, Xx A,., Xx A> = 0 or A, X x X¡, Xx Xr = X, Xx A,,. Then every line bundle on

X which becomes trivial on each A, is a tensor product Lx ® • • • ®L„_, where each

L¡ can be generated by two sections.

Proof. Let L he a line bundle and set a(L) = (/?,,.). For each index /0 let (p¡p) he

the cocycle defined by

/>$„ = 1,
pB = Fv„where k = loi'o> H = max{/|A-,o Xx X, XXX,^ 0},

F„0       Witf)     »

p!P = i if /, »' =£ i0.

To see that this is a cocycle, suppose that X¡ Xx X¡ Xx Xr ¥= 0. Then A, x^. A,

= X¡o xx X¡, so l0(io, i) = l0(i0, /'), whence p^pft = P,¿0Pio,0 = 1 = />,,. (assuming

i, i' =£ i0). One checks the other triple intersections similarly.

Now for fixed i, i',

-0-

SO

11/,? = Pup'* = />//„(,,,') -Pi¿i,nr = Pin

iPu) - n ípíp).
i-i

Thus if L,o is the hne bundle defined by (p¡f), we have L = L, ® • • • <8> Ln. But

each (p¡p) is special, so each Li can be generated by two sections. Moreover, Ln is
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trivial sincep¡" = 1 for all /, /'. Therefore L = L, ® • • • ®L„_, where each L, can

be generated by two sections.   Q.E.D.

Remark. The proof of the above corollary is still vahd if we define /?,)? separately

on each connected component Y of A", X x X¡, by

F&l y = F,Vo   where l0 = /„(/„, Y) = max{l\ Y Xx X, # 0).

This gives the stronger result:

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that for every three indices i, i', i" it is the case that each

connected component of A, Xx X¡, X x Xr is a connected component of X¡ Xx Xf.

Then every line bundle over X which becomes trivial on each A, can be written as a

tensor product L, ® • • • ®L„_, where each L, can be generated by two sections.

An immediate consequence of this is

Corollary 2.6. Suppose that all but at most one of the A, are one-dimensional.

Then every line bundle over X which becomes trivial on each A, can be written as a

tensor product L, ® • • • ®L„_, where each L¡ can be generated by two sections.

As another corollary to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we get a partial generalization

of the well-known fact that if I is any nil ideal in F then any projective module

over R/I is extended from F.

Corollary 2.7. Suppose that there exists an index i0 such that each X¡ X x X¡ is

defined by a nil ideal in T(A,). FAen any vector bundle which is trivial on each X, is

trivial.

Proof. Assume i0 = n. Then, in the proof of Theorem 2.1, u¡ is in the ideal

defining T(X¡ X x Xn) in T(A,). Write «,*■ = 0 and let k be greater than max,. k¡.

Writing pizi = uf = 1 as in the theorem, raise each side to the k to get piwi = 1.

Then for each i, i', pa = p¡w¡,, so (/?,,.) is a coboundary.    Q.E.D.

III. Stability. We continue to use the notation of the previous section. In

addition, Er will denote the sheaf of r X r elementary matrices on X and F will

denote U^li Er (where Er is contained in Fr+, in the usual way).

Theorem 3.1. Let L be the kernel of the restriction map

n

XoiX) -» © F0(A,).
i — i

FAen there is a natural exact sequence

-
Hx(%, E) -> L^> Hx(%, KX

Proof. We use the notation from the proof of Theorem 2.1. Given ([F] — [F]) G

L with F free and F of rank r, let â(P) he the image of a(P) under the map

Hx(%, GLr) ^ Hx(%, Kx).

This is well defined: if [F] - [F] = [Q] - [F'] with F and F' free, then F © F"

« Q © F'" for appropriate free modules F", F'". The claim that â is well defined

now follows from the fact that â(P) = â(P © F") = â(Q © F'") = â(Q).
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This is a group homomorphism: â([P] -   [F] + [Q] - [F']) is the image of

¡a(P)       0    \
a(P@Q)=   ——'-— ,

\    0        ol(Q)J

which, by Whitehead's Lemma, is equal in Kx to a(P)a(Q).

Finally defining a map Hx(%, E) —> L by composing the natural map Hx(%, E)

-» H x(%, GL) with the map H \%, GL) -» L given by Theorem 2.1, we see that if

â(P) = 0, then a(P) is stably elementary and so comes from Hx(%, E).   Q.E.D.

Note. The above proof simply amounts to noting that the natural map

Hl(%, GL) -» K0(X) factors through L and that the vertical arrow in the diagram

1     -*     H\%,E)     -»     //'(9C,GL)     -*     HX(%,KX)

4
L

is onto.

Corollary 3.2. If Hx(%, E) = 0 then L maps injectivefy to Hx(%, Kx).

As an example, when % satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 2.5 an argument

using the fact that Er is "flasque" with respect to the covering % shows that

Hx(%, Er) = 0 for each r, so that Corollary 3.2 applies.

Corollary 3.3. Suppose that X satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 2.5 and that

K0(X,) = Ofor each i. Suppose also that Hx(%, SKX) = 0. Then K0(X) = Pic(Ar).

Proof. We have K0(X) *+ H\%, Kx) = Hx(%, GL,) © Hx(%, SKX) = Pic(A-);

it is easy to check that this is just the determinant map, which is onto.   Q.E.D.

Example 3.4. Let F be a regular ring such that K0(R) = SKX(R) = 0. Suppose

that each A, and each A, xx Xj is an affine space over F, and that the hypothesis

of Corollary 2.5 is satisfied. Then K0(X) = PiciX).

IV. Applications.

A. Coverings and triangulations. Suppose that either K = R, k = 1, R = Z2, or

K = C, k = 2, and F = Z. Let A" be a compact space, and | a F-line bundle on X.

Let c E Hk(X, R) be the first Stiefel-Whitney class of £ if K = R, or the first

Chern class of | if K = C. The following argument must be well known, but I have

not been able to find a specific reference:

Lemma. If £ can be generated by n sections then the n-fold cup product c" G

H^X, R) is zero.

Proof. Let <p( : X -» FP00 be the classifying map for £. The n sections define a

factorization

ft
X -» FP°°

KP"'1

so that c = uV*c for some c E Hk(KPx, R). But Hnk(KV"-x, R) = 0.   Q.E.D.
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Theorem 4.1. Let X be any compact Hausdorff space which can be covered by

finitely many closed subspaces Xx, . . . ,Xn such that Hk(X¡, R) = 0 for each i.

Suppose that for any distinct i, /', /", every connected component of X¡ n A,- n A,- is

a connected component of X¡ n Xr. Then every K-line bundle over X can be written

as a tensor product Lx ® • • • ® Ln_, where each L¡ can be generated by two sections.

Proof. By Swan's Theorem [11], every vector bundle on A" is a pullback of a

vector bundle over X = Spec(C(X, K)) under the natural inclusion Xe-* X. Be-

cause X is normal, each A, is the zero set of some continuous function, so

{X¡}lmi „ is a closed covering of X. Each Pic(í,) is trivial because we assumed

Hk(X¡, R) = 0, so, by Corollary 2.5, every hne bundle over X is of the required

form, whence every line bundle over X is also.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.2. If X is a space which can be covered as in the statement of the

theorem, then Hk(X, R) is generated as a group by elements c satisfying c n c = 0.

Corollary 4.3. Neither RP" nor CP" can be covered as in the statement of the

theorem, for n > 2.

Corollary 4.4. For n > 2, any triangulation of RP" or CP" includes three

n-simplices A, B, C such that 0^Ar\Br\C¥=AnB.

Proof. By "fattening things up" where necessary, we may assume that every

simplex is a face of an n-simplex, so the n-simplices cover.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Let X he any space for which Swan's Theorem holds. Set

L(X) = the Lusternik-Schnirelman category of X (i.e., the smallest number of

closed contractible sets needed to cover A").

V(X) = the maximum, as £ varies over all F-line bundles over X, of the nrinimal

number of sections necessary to generate £.

C(A") = cuplong(A') = the largest integer n such that for some field F and

elements c, G H^X, F), k¡ > 0, 1 < i < n, we have c, U • • • Ucn¥=0.

D(X) = the largest integer n such that there exists c G Hk(X, R) with c" ¥* 0.

Then the sorts of arguments made above show that L(X) > V(X) > D(X) + 1.

It is known [9] that L(A") > C(A~) + 1 and obvious that C(A") > D(X), so we have

an array

L(X)

/ N
vix) ax) +1

\ /
D(X) + 1

where each number is greater than those displayed below it.

We also have

Theorem 4.5. Let X be any compact Hausdorff space which can be covered by

finitely many closed subspaces Xx, . . . , X„ such that K0(X¡) = Ofor each i. Suppose

that for any distinct i, i', i", every connected component of A, n Xf n Xr is a

connected component of A, n Xf. Then K0(X) = Pic(A") (where K0 and Pic refer to

the topological K0 and Picard groups).
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Proof. This can be proved just as Theorem 4.1 is proved, invoking Corollary 3.3

instead of Corollary 2.5.

B. Cohomology of complex varieties.

Theorem 4.6. Let X be a complex affine variety with irreducible components

Xx, . . . ,Xn satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that there is a group G

such that for each i, j the group of units on X¡ n A, is isomorphic to G. Suppose also

that for each i, Pi^A",) = 0 = HX(X¡, G). (For example, the X¡ could all be nonsingu-

lar and contractible-see Gurjar [4].) Then Pic(X) = HX(X, G).

Proof. Consider the sequences

0     -+     Hx(%, 0¿)     -*       Pic(A-)        -*        ©  Pic(A-,) = 0
i-i

II

0      —     HX(%,G)      -+     H\X,G)     -+      ® HX(X, G) = 0■ i

Here the top row is the exact sequence from Theorem 2.1, and the bottom row is

the standard exact sequence from topology [1] (actually, this sequence requires the

A", to be open, but this can be arranged by embedding X in C^ and then replacing

X and the A, by sufficiently small open neighborhoods of themselves, which does

not affect the nerve of 9C or the singular cohomology groups). The indicated

equalities hold by assumption and the theorem follows immediately.   Q.E.D.

Remark. This does not follow directly from Theorem 1.5, as that would require

an assumption about A, n (UJ<ES Xf) for various subsets S C {1,. ■ ■, n}.

Theorem 4.7. Suppose that X is a complex affine variety and that there is a group

G such that for each i,j we have KX(X¡ Xx Xf) = G. Suppose also that for each i

there is an injection K0(X¡) «^ H X(X¡, G), and that the hypothesis of Corollary 2.5 is

satisfied. Then there is an injection K0(X) ^ HX(X, G).

Proof. Invoke Corollary 3.3.

C. Torsion in Picard groups.

Theorem 4.8. Let K be an affine scheme with irreducible components Xx, . . ., X„.

Suppose that there is a group G c 0 * such that for each i, j the units on A, Xx Xj

are isomorphic to G, and suppose also that PicfAQ = 0 for each i. Let k > 0 be an

integer. Then:

(1) If G has no k-torsion, then neither does Pic(Ar).

(2) If G is a k-torsion group, then so is Pic(A").

Proof. Let X = X ®z C and let % = {Xx, . . ., Xn}. Then by Theorem 2.1,

Pic(A') = Hx(%, 0*). By assumption this is the same as Hx(%, G), which it is

easy to see is the same as Hx(%, G). But this is a subgroup of HX(X, G) as in the

proof   of   Theorem   4.6,   and   it   is   well   known   [1]   that   HX(X, G) =

Homz(Hx(X, Z), G) which completes the proof.   Q.E.D.
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